
World Book Day Book Token Hunt Clue 1

This is the first digit you need to unlock the cupboard. 

How many of these words can be made into new words by adding the suffix -ly? 

 clear mind ill late

treat agree quick book

hopeful care read colour
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Clue 2World Book Day Book Token Hunt

This is the second digit you need to unlock the cupboard.

42 43

62 63 64

17

27

37

2825 29 30

40

5049

45

25 26 27

48

37

47

Which number are there two of? 

Find the digit-sum of this number.

This is the second digit you need to open the cupboard.

Work out the numbers the books are hiding on these one-hundred squares.
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Clue 3World Book Day Book Token Hunt

Turn over the matching object card to reveal the third digit you need to unlock the cupboard.

Can you choose the correct co-ordinating conjunction (or, and or but) to complete these sentences? How 
many times is the conjunction but used?

Which type of book shall I read next poetry            non-fiction?
The main character is cheerful            he is helpful.

I want to finish reading my book            it is past my bedtime!
Would you like to be a wizard            would you like to be non-magical?
I love reading mystery books             my sister loves reading them too.

I love fiction             my friend prefers non-fiction.
Do you think we’ll crack the code             will the tokens be locked away forever?
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Clue 4World Book Day Book Token Hunt

2 4 8 6 1 0 5 9 3 7

If it is true, then the fourth digit 
you need to unlock the cupboard is:

If it is false, then the fourth digit 
you need to unlock the cupboard is:1 4

Is this calculation true or false? 

+ + =
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Clue 5World Book Day Book Token Hunt

The picture will reveal the fifth digit you need to unlock the cupboard.

Do you like reading comic books
How funny that last chapter was

The main character is not a very kind person
Do you want to borrow this book after me

The author of this book is quite famous
How many times have you read that book

These sentences are all missing punctuation. Can you add in the punctuation and find out how many 
of these sentences are exclamation sentences?
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Clue 6World Book Day Book Token Hunt

This is the sixth digit you need to unlock the cupboard.

Calculation Answer Letter

10 ÷ 10

3 × 5

2 × 2

9 × 2

7 × 2

70 ÷ 10

A B C D E F G
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Use the code breaker to reveal a mixed-up word. Turn over the matching object card to reveal the sixth digit 
you need to unlock the cupboard.

H I J K L M N
8 9 10 11 12 13 14

O P Q R S T U
15 16 17 18 19 20 21

V W X Y Z
22 23 24 25 26
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Clue 7World Book Day Book Token Hunt

This is the seventh digit you need to unlock the cupboard.

“Toad worm frog and dog. Turn this child into a log!”
“Snake flower leaf and boat. Turn the teacher into a goat!”
“Hair nail mud and a wish. Turn your enemy into a fish!”

“Lizard beetle cat and newt. Turn this classroom into a boot!”

The young wizard Henry’s spells are not working! This is because he’s forgotten to use commas in lists. 
How many commas are missing?
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Clue 8World Book Day Book Token Hunt

This is the eighth digit you need to unlock the cupboard.

How many rabbits are there? 
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Clue 9

This is the ninth digit you need to unlock the cupboard.

World Book Day Book Token Hunt

There are lots of common exception words spelt incorrectly in this story. How many spelling mistakes 
can you spot?

Mrss Jones told evrybodee in her class to bring their favrite book to 
scool. She asked childrin to tayk turns to share their book. It was a 
lot of fun hearing abowt each book. The class voted for the best one. 

Mowst of the class chose The Worter Cycle book.
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Clue 10

This is the tenth digit you need to unlock the cupboard.

World Book Day Book Token Hunt

14 
 

12 
 

10 
 
8 
 
6 
 
4 
 
2 
 
0

Class 2’s Favourite Genres

Mystery Comic Adventure Non-fiction Magical

How many more children 
chose mystery books than 
non-fiction books? 
 
This is the tenth digit you 
need to unlock the cupboard.
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